Students access mobile SEIs through the OSU Mobile app, available on iOS and Android.

**Student View of Mobile SEIs**

1. In the mobile app, tap on “My OSU.”
2. Log In.
3. If an SEI is available, you will see a red banner. Tap the banner to go directly to SEIs. (A) Or select “Classes,” to see a list of all classes, with or without available SEIs. (B)
4. Tap red box with “SEI” and a number representing the SEI available, if there are any. (Note: classes with no available SEIs will not have a red SEI box next to them.)
5. Complete all questions on the form and add any additional comments at the bottom of the form.

6. Tap the green “Submit Evaluation” button.

More Information

For more information on the OSU Mobile app, see http://osu.edu/osumobile. To review the Mobile SEI FAQ, see http://sei.osu.edu.
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